
Carpanta eats words you don't need from e-mailLaura Alonso�, Bernardino Casasy, Irene Castell�on�Salvador Climentz, Llu��s Padr�oy�GRIAL yTALP Researh Center zEstudis d'HumanitatsDept. de Ling�u��stia General Software Department i FilologiaUniversitat de Barelona Universitat Polit�enia de Catalunya Universitat Oberta de Catalunyaflalonso,astelg�fil.ub.es fbasas,padrog�lsi.up.es sliment�uo.eduResumen: Presentamos Carpanta, un sistema de resumen autom�atio de orreoeletr�onio que aplia t�enias de onoimiento intensivo para obtener res�umenes o-herentes. El uso de herramientas de PLN de amplia obertura garantiza la robustezay portabilidad del sistema, pero tambi�en se explota onoimiento dependiente delengua y dominio. Carpanta ha sido evaluado por omparai�on on un orpus deres�umenes onfeionados por juees humanos, on resultados satisfatorios.Palabras lave: Resumen Autom�atio, Correo-eAbstrat: We present Carpanta, an e-mail summarization system that applies aknowledge intensive approah to obtain highly oherent summaries. Robustness andportability are guaranteed by the use of general-purpose NLP, but it also exploitslanguage- and domain-dependent knowledge. The system is evaluated against aorpus of human-judged summaries, reahing satisfatory levels of performane.Keywords: Automati Text Summarization, E-mail1 IntrodutionWe present Carpanta, the e-mail sum-marization system within projet Petra,funded by the Spanish Government (CI-CyT TIC-2000-0335). The global goal ofthe projet is to develop an advaned andexible system for uni�ed message manage-ment, whih enhanes the mobility, usabilityand on�dentiality levels of urrent systems,while keeping ompatibility with main nowa-days omputer{phone integration platforms.Petra is related to the European projetMajordome - Uni�ed Messaging System(E!-2340), whose aim is to introdue a uni�edmessaging system that allows users to aesse-mail, voie mail, and faxes from a ommon\in-box".The projet inludes three work lines:1. Integration of phone, internet and faxservies.2. Development of advaned oral inter-faes based on speeh reognintion andunderstanding, speeh synthesis, andspeaker veri�ation.3. Intelligent information managementthrough the use of Natural Language

Proesing (NLP) tehniques for textlassi�ation and summarization, as wellas for information retrieval. Thistask inludes the subgoals of advanedNamed Entity reognition and orrefer-ene resolution, doument �ltering, at-egorization and retrieval, and text sum-marization, being this last issue speiallyrelevant for oral interfaes to eletronimail systems.The summarization module within Pe-tra is Carpanta. It is urrently work-ing for Spanish, but portability to other lan-guages is guaranteed by its modular arhi-teture, with a language-independent oreand separated modules exploiting language-dependent knowledge.The rest of the paper is strutured asfollows: �rst, NLP problems spei� to e-mail summarization are desribed. Setion3 presents our approah to e-mail analysisand summarization, then, the arhiteture ofthe system is skethed. Setion 5 introduesthe evaluation by omparison with a human-made golden standard, results an be seen inSetion 6. We �nish with some onlusionsand future work.



2 Problems of e-mailsummarizationAutomati Summarization has beome in lastyears an ative line of researh. Initiallyredued to a textual, monolingual, single-doument ondensation task, it has evolvedfor overing a wide spetrum of tasks andappliations, eah presenting ommon pointswith the general task of summarization, butalso idiosynrati problems. For e-mail sum-marization, the major problems are:� noisy input (headers, tags,...)� linguisti well-formedness is far fromguaranteed� properties of oral and written language� multi-topi messagesMany sholars have studied relevant as-pets of the e-mail register. They havemainly foused on the similarities and di�er-enes between oral language and texts (Yatesand Orlikowski, 1993; Ferrara, Brunner,and Whittemore, 1990) as well as in brandnew intentionally-expressive devies, suh asprevious-message ohesion (Herring, 1999),visual devies (Fais and K., 2001), simpli�edregisters (Murray, 2000) or internet-users vo-abulary (Alonso, Folguer�a, and Teb�e, 2000).Nevertheless, they disregard a fator that isimportant in the e-mail register: as the useroften writes not muh reetively, texts on-tain many non-intentional language mistakes.In a reent study, Climent et al. (2003)argue that, for their universe of study, morethan 10% of the text in emails are made ofeither non-intentional errors, intentional de-viations of the written standards, or spei�terminology. For Spanish, 3.1% of the wordsontain either performane or ompetene er-rors, another 3.3% are either language-shiftsor new forms of textual expressivity (suh asortographial innovations or, speially, sys-temati non-aentuation), and another 4.2%onsist of spei� terminology -thus wordsusually missing from many system's lexions.In any ase, suh a bulk of asystematidi�erenes from standard texts implies a bar-rier for high-quality, general-purpose NLPtools. As a onsequene, very little work hasbeen done on quality e-mail summarization.Tzoukermann, Muresan, and Klavans (2001)aim to apture the gist of e-mail messagesby extrating salient noun phrases, using aombination of mahine learning and shallowlinguisti analysis.

3 ApproahAs presented in the general environment ofPetra, the output of the summarization sys-tem is a telephone message. Given the se-vere restritions in summary length imposedby the oral format, we hose to provide in-diative summaries that give a hint of theontent, instead of longer, informative sum-maries, whih tend to synthesize most of therelevant information.Moreover, the understandability of themessage has to be muh higher than it isneessary for written summaries, beause thesummary annot be revised as easily in asethe user annot understand properly. Thisexludes a list-of-words approah, beause alist of noun phrases is too inoherent to beeasily understood by phone.Finally, we have taken a knowledge-intensive approah to summarization, om-bining analysis at di�erent linguisti lev-els, IR tehniques and information extra-tion strategies spei� for e-mail. As a onse-quene, robustness is guaranteed by domain-independent analysis, while the systematii-ties that an be found in e-mail are exploitedin a spei�, deeper level of analysis.It must be said that, due to limitations inNLP apabilities, summaries were not gener-ated, but built by extration of fragments ofthe original e-mail, whih supposes a short-oming with respet to oherene. Neverthe-less, in ontrast to usual extrative summa-rization, the size of the extrated fragmentswas not based on ortography, that is to say,we did not extrat sentenes, but disourse-motivated segments.Disursive segments are self-ontained lin-guisti strutures, bearing the neessarypropositional ontent to onstitute a fullysatis�ed sentene, even if a ertain kind ofsupplementation from a matrix struture isneeded, exploiting the same kind of meha-nisms that apply for in the intrepretation offragments. Moreover, as disussed in Alonsoand Castell�on (2001), the onstitution of asegment must not ause ungrammatiality orinfeliity in the surrounding disourse. Dis-ourse segments are identi�ed by an auto-mated disourse hunker (see next Setion).Well-formedness of the extrated fragmentsof text is guaranteed by extrating both theseleted segments and their eventual matrixstrutures, in most ases, the ore part of asentene.



4 Arhiteture of the SystemAs an be seen in Figure 1, Carpanta ishighly modular, whih guarantees portabilityto other languages.E-mail spei� knowledge has di�erentstatus within the system, so that language-dependent modules an be updated andswithed to address onrete neessities (dif-ferent languages, restrited domains), whilelanguage-independent strategies form part ofthe ore proessing stream. In addition togeneral-purpose NLP tools, the following e-mail spei� resoures were developed:� a lassi�ation where eah kind of e-mail is assoiated to its most adequatesummary and summarization strategy(language-independent)� bags of words and expressions that signaldi�erent kinds of e-mail spei� ontents(language-dependent):{ greetings, farewells,{ reply, forward, attahment{ bags of words signalling di�erentkinds of relevane: personal involve-ment of the writer in the message,information exhange; also lak ofrelevane.� strategies to deal with anhors and asso-iated ontent (language-independent)To parse e-mail format, messages undergoa pre-proessing that identi�es piees likeheaders, greetings, visit ards and, of ourse,the body of text. E-mails that are an an-swer to previous ones undergo a speial pre-proessing to determine whether the text ofthe previous message should be taken into a-ount as onstituting the summary.4.1 AnalysisThe analysis of the e-mail ombines domain-independent and domain-dependent knowl-edge. A basi analysis gathers informationabout the doumental, textual and linguististruture of the message, whereupon e-mailspei� analysis mahinery is applied.In the �rst plae, basi doument units,lines and paragraphs, are found. These unitsan be used when the linguisti struture ofthe text is not informative enough or whenthere is no other segmentation method avail-able, for example, when there is no hunker

for the language. This step is speially error-prone, beause the meaning of the symbol fora newline is highly ambiguous, as it is totallysubjet to personal style.As the basis of the textual analysis, amorphosyntati proess is applied. In thisstep, puntuation marks and lexial tokensare reognized and POS tags are assigned towords (Carmona et al., 1998). Also, a par-tial syntatial analysis is arried out (At-serias, Castell�on, and Civit, 1998), whihreognizes noun, prepositional and adjetivalphrases and omplex verbal forms. Then, dis-ourse hunks, signalled by puntuation anddisourse markers, are found by a disoursesegmentation grammar. This disourse seg-mentation grammar also establishes the rela-tive relevane and shallow oherene relationsbetween disourse segments by resorting to adisourse marker lexion (Alonso, Castell�on,and Padr�o, 2002). Finally, the saliene ofnon-empty words is alulated aording tothe frequeny of ourrene of their lemma.It has to be noted that the lak of well-formedness of e-mails inreases the error rateof these general-purpose analysis tools far be-yond their usual performane level.The doumental analysis onerns theidenti�ation of e-mail spei� lues andtheir aompanying information, by simpleIE tehniques like pattern-mathing.The output of this module is the setof meaning units at di�erent linguisti lev-els: words, hunks, segments and sentenes.These o-exist with meaning units at dou-ment level, lines and paragraphs. Eah unitis assigned a relevane sore aording to theamount and kind of relevane enountered init. Values for textual relevane are ontinu-ous from 0 to 1, values for doumental, e-mailspei� knowledge are binary, reording thepresene of any lue in a segment. Moreover,eah kind of textual relevane is assigned asore for global reliability of that kind of tex-tual information, based on the strength of theevidene found.Three di�erent kinds of textual relevanehave been distinguished: lexi, strutural andsubjetive. Lexi relevane of a segment isdiretly proportional to the amount of fre-quent words in the segment and inverselyproportional to the length of the segment.Strutural relevane is assigned as a result ofthe interpretation of disursive relations be-tween segments and between a segment and
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Figure 1: Arhiteture of Carpanta.the whole text, by means of the informationassoiated to a set of disourse markers. Fi-nally, subjetive relevane is found when thesegment ontains any of a list of lexial ex-pressions signalling subjetivity. 4.2 Classi�ation andSummarizationThe lassi�ation module determines themost adequate summarization strategy bytaking into aount the haraterizing fea-tures of eah e-mail, provided by the analysismodule. The relation with e-mail features



and summarization strategies an be seen inTable 1. Then, the hosen summary is pro-dued by the summarization module.5 EvaluationTo tune and evaluate the performane of thesystem, the automati summaries produedwere ompared with summaries produed bypotential users of the system. 200 e-mailswere summarized by 20 judges, so that eahe-mail was summarized by at least 2 judges.The average e-mail length was 340.7 words,14.6 sentenes and 9.8 paragraphs1. Of the200 e-mails, 36% ontained more than onepre-de�ned doumental struture, like lists,questions, et.; 41% presented none.Judges were instruted to mark thosewords in the e-mail text whih they would�nd useful as a summary, provided by phone,to get a general idea of the ontent of themessage. No guidelines were provided as tothe length or type of the textual fragmentsto be marked. Sine the intended goal of e-mail summarization is ill-de�ned, judges pro-dued both a representation of the goal andthe golden standard to evaluate it. So, 20%of the judged e-mail was left for evaluation(test orpus), the rest was used for hara-terizing the features of the intended sum-maries and tuning the system (developmentorpus). This supposes a signi�ant enhane-ment upon previous evaluation of automatie-mail summaries, like Tzoukermann, Mure-san, and Klavans (2001), who used 8 e-mails,in ontrast to our 40 e-mail test orpus.Instead of the usual reall and preisionmeasures for omparing an automati sum-mary with a golden standard, the kappa mea-sure (Landis and Koh, 1977) was used toalulate pairwise agreement between judges.Kappa is a better measurement of agree-ment than raw perentage agreement beauseit fators out the level of agreement whihwould be reahed by random. When there isno agreement other than what would be ex-peted by hane, k = 0, when agreement isperfet, k = 1. Additionally, ontent-basedmeasures, like unigram and bigram overlap,were used to aount for equivalenes in in-formativeness between human and automatisummaries.1The number of sentenes and paragraphs is ap-proximate, due to the high asistematiity of the usualues for segmentation at these levels (full stops, ar-riage returns) in e-mail texts.

The obtained kappa values for agreementbetween judges ranged from 0.36 to 1, witha mean of 0.75 and a standard deviation of0.17. Following (Carletta, 1996), we an on-sider that kappa values above 0.7 indiategood stability and reproduibility of the re-sults, so it an be said that it is possible todisriminate a good e-mail summary from abad one, and that it is even possible to deter-mine the best summary for a given e-mail.The goodness of automati summaries wasalulated as the agreement with the orre-sponding human summaries, at word level.As a global measure of the system's perfor-mane, we alulated the e�et of onsideringthe system as a human judge more, with re-spet to average kappa agreement. Takingthe 20% of the orpus left apart for summa-rization, we obtained that the average kappaagreement between human judges was 0.74,and it dereased to 0.54 when the system wasintrodued as a judge more. This indiatesthat the system does not as well as humanjudges, but still, a kappa value bigger than0.4 indiates moderate agreement.Conerning informativeness, unigramoverlap between summaries from di�erentjudges reahed an average of 0.44, and bi-gram overlap amounted to 0.36 (see Table 2).In no kinds of summary unigram or bigramoverlap between the automati summary andhuman summaries reahed 0.4, and in someases it didn't even reah 0.2. However, itmust be said that there is a high orrelationbetween summary length and overlap.6 Results and DisussionFigure 2 shows the results of omparing auto-mati summaries against human-made sum-maries of the 40 e-mails reserved for eval-uation. For eah e-mail, automati sum-maries were obtained using all of the sum-marization strategies appliable, for exam-ple: lexi, strutural, appointment, attah-ment, et. Then, kappa agreement and uni-gram and bigram overlap were alulated be-tween automati summaries and every hu-man summary available for that e-mail.Results show average statistis of the om-parisons between human and automati e-mails grouped by the kind of strategy ap-plied, whih permits a separate evaluation ofdi�erent kinds of summaries and also an eval-uation of the best summary hoie.Due to the small size of this evaluation



summarization summary textual doumentalapproah features featuresfull mail whole e-mail text short (<30 words)pyramidal �rst paragraph in e-mail with none is relevant none is relevantno irrelevant segmentssubjet subjet strong lexial relevane subjet is relevantappointment segment with time none is relevant lexial evideneof event of appointment of appointmentattahment segment with desription none is relevant lexial evideneof statement of attahment of attahmentforward segment with desription none is relevant lexial evideneof statement of forward of forwardquestion segment with question none is relevant question marklist segment preeeding the list, none is relevant list�rst segment of itemslexi segment ontaining most strong lexial relevane none is relevantrelevant lexistrutural segment most salient strong disourse strutural none is relevantstruturally relevanesubjetive segment most salient strong subjetive relevane none is relevantsubjetivitytextual most relevant segment none is salient none is salientsumming all textualrelevane evidenetextual most relevant segment none is salient none is salient+ summing textual anddoumental doumental relevaneTable 1: Pre-established kinds of summaries, haraterizing features of eah kind and assoiatedsummarization strategies.orpus, some of the summarization strate-gies did not apply, and are not representedin the evaluation, like list, attahment, for-ward or subjet. However, they were foundin the training orpus, and performane forthese strategies is very muh omparable tothat of other e-mail spei� strategies, likeappointment or question.It is shown that a knowledge intensive ap-proah yields better summaries than simplermethods, like taking the �rst paragraph ofthe e-mail. It an be seen that pyramidalstrategy yields a very bad balane betweensummary length and agreement with judges,almost equalling full mail approah. There-fore, and opposed to usual kinds of summa-rization, loation in the e-mail annot on-sidered as feature for relevane.In general, summaries exploiting e-mailspei� knowledge show higher kappa agree-ment than linguisti-based ones, but the lat-ter present a muh higher overage. Indeed,linguisti-based strategies apply for the wholeolletion of e-mail, while not every messageontains e-mail spei� lues that have beensystematized. The strategies textual and tex-

tual + doumental suppose a ompromise be-tween preision and overage. As an be ex-peted, they present a very good relation be-tween summary length and agreement withhuman summaries.It must be said that very simple teh-niques, like taking the segments with themost frequent words in text or those askinga question also yield very good results. Thisindiates that a better aount of how eahkind of evidene ontributes to obtain a goodsummary will improve the strategies ombin-ing di�erent kinds of information, as is thease for textual and textual + doumental.Finally, results onerning the hosensummary show that there is still room forimprovement within the summarization mod-ule. The �nal summary, hosen from all sum-maries produed for a ertain e-mail, presentsgood agreement with the summaries made byhumans, but the average length is quite high.7 Conlusions and Future WorkWe have presented Carpanta, an e-mail summarization system that appliesa knowledge-intensive approah to obtain



Figure 2: Main features of the performane of di�erent summarization strategies: ompressionrate, kappa agreement, unigram overlap, bigram overlap and overage. Not every summarizationstrategy is represented.highly oherent summaries, targeted to guar-antee understandability in delivery by phone.The performane of the system has beenevaluated with a orpus of human-made e-mail summaries, reahing a level of agree-ment with users lose to agreement betweenhuman judges. However, results indiate thatthe lassi�ation module has to be improved,whih will be done by manually inrementingthe rules and by applying mahine learningtehniques.Given the highly modular arhiteture ofCarpanta, adaptation to other languageshas a very low ost of develpment, providedthe required NLP tools are available. Indeed,enhanements for Catalan and English areunder development.Future work in our system should inludemodules that enable for automati normal-ization and orretion of input texts. (Cli-ment et al., 2003) suggest that there's speialneed for modules of: (a) puntuation reov-ery, (b) aent reovery, () spelling-mistakeorretion, and (d) terminologial tuning a-ording to users' pro�les.8 AknowledgementsThis researh has been onduted thanks toa grant assoiated to the X-TRACT projet,PB98-1226 of the Spanish Researh Depart-ment. It has also been partially fundedby projets HERMES (TIC2000-0335-C03-
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